We propose a theory that equips the active neutrinos with interactions among themselves that are at least three orders of magnitude stronger than the weak interaction. We introduce an Abelian gauge group U (1)X with vacuum expectation value vx O (100 MeV). An asymmetric mass matrix implements the active neutrinos as massless mass eigenstates carrying "effective" charges. To stabilize vx, supersymmetry breaking is mediated via loops to the additional sector with the only exception of xHiggs terms. No Standard Model interaction eigenstate carries U (1)X charge. Thus the dark photon's kinetic mixing is two-loop suppressed. With only simple and generic values of dimensionless parameters, our theory might explain the high-energy neutrino spectrum observed by IceCube including the PeV neutrinos. We comment on the imposing opportunity to incorporate a self-interacting dark matter candidate.
INTRODUCTION
The observation of high energy neutrinos in the IceCube detector [1, 2] marked the beginning of extragalactic high-energy neutrino astronomy. After three years of data-taking, 37 events with energies between 30 TeV and 2 PeV provide evidence at 5.7σ for the existence of an extraterrestrial neutrino flux [3] .
This discovery will tell us much more about the mysterious nature of neutrinos than the detection of neutrinos from Supernova 1987A, because of the longer distance, higher energy and higher number of events. The observed neutrino energy spectrum is well described by a simple power law with spectral index −2.49 ± 0.08 [4] . Some proposed astrophysical models might be consistent with these observations [5] , while certainly none is compelling [6] .
The most interesting aspect of the spectrum is the lack of any event at energies above 2 PeV. Today, there is no significant statistical preference (1.2 σ) for a cut-off. However, its presence can likely be determined with additional data in the near future [4] . At the same time the observed neutrino flux is comparable to the WaxmannBahcall bound [7] , i.e., the cosmogenic neutrino flux at EeV energies produced by ultra high-energy cosmic-ray protons. Since different processes are expected at PeV and EeV energies, it has been identified as a "coincidence problem" if they shall give almost the same flux [8] .
It has been proposed that this coincidence (and the cut-off at 2 PeV) could be due to a neutrino selfinteraction νSI, that implies EeV cosmogenic neutrinos to loose energy on their way to Earth in scatterings with cosmic background neutrinos [8, 9] . This "cascade mechanism" requires an interaction strength g ν /m x ∼ 5 GeV −1 with effective coupling constant g ν for mediating boson masses 10 MeV m x 100 MeV. This is at least three orders of magnitude stronger than the weak interaction. Interestingly enough, at present such strong νSI are not in conflict with any observation. In addition, the νSI can explain the lack of events with energies between 400 TeV and 1 PeV or any possible gap feature, that might become evident with future data.
However, neutrinos form a SU (2) doublet with the charged leptons, while especially the electron is subject to very strong constraints on any "secret" interaction [10] . As a consequence, neutrinos can receive a sizeable effective charge via mass mixing only, while the order of their sub-eV masses is tiny compared to any other mass in the Standard Model of particle physics (SM), see for example [11] [12] [13] [14] . Furthermore, every particle physics model with a light mediator faces the same inherent problem: the instability of its scale to quantum corrections, which is closely connected to the infamous hierarchy problem. Nevertheless, due to the fascinating possibilities of neutrino physics to resolve at first sight unconnected puzzles [15, 16] , efforts are increasing recently [14, [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In this work, we present for the first time a consistent theory of νSI. We propose a supersymmetric theory amending the SM by an Abelian gauge group U (1) X , that is spontaneously broken. We show as a proof of principle, that the cascade mechanism can be implemented successfully, even though, theoretical and observational requirements are partly in fundamental tension.
Key to our work are two notions: Firstly, an asymmetric neutrino mass matrix. In this way, the active neutrinos receive an "effective" charge via mass mixing, while they can stay massless. We believe that this will become the standard mechanism to introduce νSI. Secondly, with the exception of additional soft "xHiggs" terms, supersymmetry (SUSY) breaking is mediated to the additional "xsector" via loop corrections only. These are controlled by small Yukawa couplings, so that radiative stability is ensured. Our theory is UV complete.
Thanks to the minimality of our theory, we can point out generic features and implications. For example, mixing of the additional vector boson with the photon arises at two-loop order. So it might be called "very dark", c.p. [21] . We comment on the imposing opportunity that the νSI is shared by the cold dark matter and/or hot dark matter.
The letter is organised as follows: We introduce our theory in Sec. , where we also discuss its radiative stability and the sparticle mass spectrum. In Sec. , we provide the mechanism for effective neutrino charges and demonstrate how the cascade mechanism can be implemented. The resulting thermal history of the Universe is presented in Sec. , where we also discuss the phenomenology of the lightest supersymmetric particle. We summarise and conclude in the final section.
THEORY AND SETUP
We consider the extension of the SM gauge group,
by an Abelian gauge symmetry U (1) X with corresponding gauge boson X and gauge coupling g x . Furthermore, we assume that supersymmetry (SUSY) is a spontaneously broken symmetry in Nature. Note that taken for itself the one and only motivation to assume SUSY in this work is the stabilisation of VEVs against quantum corrections. If SUSY is not realised in Nature or in a very different way than thought today and the (general) hierarchy problem is absent, we could drop that assumption without any loss of motivation or validity.
We introduce a Dirac "x-neutrino"
T , which is neutral under G SM but carries U (1) X charge, while the particles of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) are neutral under U (1) X . We further add a Dirac sterile neutrino
T , which is neutral under all gauge interactions. The additional chiral supermultiplets with their corresponding charges are listed in Tab. I and the additional gauge supermultiplet in Tab. II.
The superpotential of our theory reads
where W mssm denotes the MSSM superpotential. Additional terms are the standard right-handed neutrino term, two Yukawa terms corresponding to the two additional xHiggs fields, mass terms for the sterile neutrino and the xneutrino as well as a µ-term for the xHiggses. Holomorphicity requires two different xHiggses, φ + x and φ − x , to build the two corresponding Yukawa terms. Note that non-supersymmetric models could contain only one xHiggs field. Gauge-invariance forbids any Higgs-xHiggs mixing terms, also known as Higgs portal. Note that Majorana mass terms for ν R and ν L are allowed, since both are singlets under all gauge groups. The addition of such masses represents the straightforward way to provide SM neutrinos with masses. As this is not in the focus of this paper and would work out straightforwardly, we omit them for simplicity. As technical justification one could assume a conserved lepton number or simply that Table I : Additional chiral supermultiplets. All additional multiplets are SM singlets. Superpartners are denoted by a tilde. Their names are obtained by addition of an "s" or "ino" as given in the first column. There are complex scalars and left-handed, two-component Weyl fermions. Suggestively, the neutrino names comprise either right-handed (rh.) or lefthanded (lh.). the terms are negligible. Electroweak symmetry breaking occurs unaffected. At low energy the vacuum expectation value (VEV) v ew of the SM Higgs h breaks G SM as usual. The theory is anomaly free, since Dirac neutrinos do not introduce anomalies. R-charges are unambiguous and reduce the number of possible superpotential terms favourably. Spontaneous U (1) X breaking requires a negative masssquared for an xHiggs. Therefore, we consider, in addition to the MSSM soft SUSY breaking terms L mssm soft , the following soft SUSY breaking xHiggs terms
In analogy to well-studied cases, we note shortly that
< 0, respectively, the xHiggses will acquire VEVs φ + x and φ − x . One degree of freedom becomes a Goldstone boson and the X vector boson mass is determined as m
x , where we introduced the shorthand notation v
For the time being, we assume spontaneous symmetry breaking with all dimensionful parameters of the same order of magnitude, i.e.,
so that also the masses of the xHiggses and xHiggsinos will be of the order of m X . It is interesting to note that non-supersymmetric theories allow to set an arbitrarily small tree-level xHiggs mass by choice of the size of the corresponding parameter in the Lagrangian. While SUSY takes away that freedom, we will see below that xHiggs masses seem to be phenomenologically bounded from below to values at least of the order of m X anyway. In this sense, SUSY provides a favourable, natural reason for the size of the xHiggs mass(es).
Radiative stability Radiative stability of the (small) VEVs requires that quantum corrections to the xHiggs masses δm 2 φ ± x are smaller than their tree-level masses, 
If SUSY were unbroken, quantum corrections would vanish exactly, since the mass-squared difference ∆m
However, SUSY breaking is mediated to our additional sector via the second term in (1) . From ν L andh in the loop we obtain
where Λ susy denotes the SUSY scale of O (TeV). This is potentially much larger than its supersymmetric mass µ s . The leading quantum correction to m φ ± x follows by insertion from the above as
Altogether, the requirement of radiative stability yields a condition on the Yukawa couplings
We will see that this upper bound on the Yukawa couplings could be in tension with the possibility of an effective neutrino self-interaction demanding large Yukawa couplings (19) . Sparticle mass spectrum With conserved R-parity the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is stable. One important consequence is that it becomes a cosmic relic. To identify its nature, we consider the mass spectrum of potentially light sparticles:
The active sneutrinos receive their standard masses. Corrections from the second term in (1) are of the order of (4) and thus should be subleading. The other sterile sneutrino's mass, mνs L ∼ µ s , should receive only subleading corrections, for example, from aφ
The (right-handed) xsneutrino obtains the leading contribution to its mass
either from the superpotential or theφ Since this loop contribution cannot raise the mass of the (left-handed) xsneutrino, its mass
will be similar to its superpartner's mass. In anticipation of (19) small µ x is desired for a sizeable neutrino coupling. Consequently, we expect the (left-handed) xsneutrinoν x L to be the LSP in our set up. Kinetic mixing The symmetries allow a kinetic mixing term
where F µν denotes the U (1) em field strength. The mixing parameter is constrained to be much smaller than one, see [22] for an overview. Since no new symmetry necessarily arises as →, such small values are unnatural from the point of view of t'Hooft. However, it is a renormalisable parameter and we follow the naturalness discussion of kinetic mixing in supersymmetric theories in [23] . It is a virtue of our theory that no particle is charged under both U (1) em and U (1) X . Therefore, there is no kinetic mixing parameter induced unavoidably at the one-loop level, which would represent a serious problem given the observational progress [22] . Actually, kinetic mixing is induced at the two-loop level by the diagram given in Fig. 1 . From this diagram we roughly estimate (using g x ∼ e)
where G F denotes the Fermi constant, α em the finestructure constant and Θ the neutrino mixing angle. The order of magnitude of in (10) lies certainly below all standard bounds. More interestingly, this makes X what has been called a "very dark photon" [21] . Kinetic mixing of X with the Z boson is induced (as usual) at one-loop level. However, the corresponding bound due to the observed Z-width is very weak and, therefore, surely not constraining. It is a remarkable property of our theory that X-γ mixing arises at a higher loop order than V -Z mixing. While an exploration of this opportunity is beyond the scope of this letter, we would like to note that the very small mixing of X with the photon occurs "accidentally" in our theory and appears unavoidably at the same time.
EFFECTIVE NEUTRINO CHARGES
In the following, we provide the mechanism to equip (massless) active neutrinos with an effective U (1) X charge.
After spontaneous symmetry breaking the additional Yukawa terms in (1) give rise to neutrino mass mixing
T the new mass terms are
where the mass matrix
with
The mass eigenstates are related to the gauge eigenstates by two unitary matrices U and V according to
that are chosen such that
with positive, real entries. The lightest mass eigenstate is exactly massless or m 1 = 0. This is a direct consequence of the asymmetry of X. Majorana mass terms for ν s R and ν s L in (1) could raise m 1 to a finite value. Of course, it is possible to add further sterile Majorana neutrinos to implement, for example, a see-saw mechanism generating the observed tiny neutrino masses.
For simplicity, we set y + = y − = y x in the following. This also corresponds to the minimal nonsupersymmetric case. It is interesting that we could use the additional freedom of different values for the Yukawa couplings, while doing so would make the discussion less clear only.
In the limit µ s y L v ew µ x y x v x we find approximately
where
1,
Here, µ s y L v ew ensures that the sterile component of the massless state is small. Since v ew v x , we expect y L v ew y x v x . The relative size of µ x appears less fixed at this point. It is chosen with foresight: A large effective neutrino coupling will require µ x to be as small as possible. However, we will see in Sec. that successful big bang nucleosynthesis requires a lower bound µ x 20 MeV, while 20 MeV > y x v x typically and probably.
In the chosen limit the masses become approximately
and the effective coupling g ν of the massless neutrino is given by
Cosmogenic neutrino cascades Regarding the observational status with only a few neutrinos detected above 100 TeV, it might be too soon to explore any parameter space in detail. Instead, we demonstrate how the neutrino cascade solution proposed in [8, 9] can be implemented in our theory providing an example as a proof of principle. To affect the neutrino propagation, it is reasonable to require an optical depth τ ∼ 1 or, in other words, a mean free path smaller than the distance from the source to the detector. For cosmogenic neutrinos this travel distance is of the order of the Hubble length c/H 0 4 Gpc. The opacity needs to be tuned to peak around EeV, such that cosmogenic neutrinos become attenuated in a number of scatterings to PeV energy by up-scattering cosmic background neutrinos. It has been shown that for m X ∼ 100 MeV and large g ν ∼ 0.3 the PeV neutrino flux is comparable to the cosmogenic neutrino flux [8, 9] . This would provide an explanation for the spectrum and the aforementioned coincidence problem.
Questioning the applicability of our setup, it is important to see that: i) the non-relativistic background neutrinos just scatter as mixed mass eigenstates following our discussion above and ii) ultra-high energy cosmic rays do emit active neutrinos, so that these neutrinos need to oscillate before they can scatter via U (1) X interactions. The decisive oscillation length, l osc ∼ E/(∆m 2 ) ∼ meter, is indeed macroscopic. However, it is much shorter than for the standard neutrino oscillations, which have oscillation lengths that are already much shorter than the cosmic travel distance. So even for thousands of scatterings between emission and detection the neutrino "flavours" should equilibrate on average before each scattering. The average interaction strength will thus be given indeed by (19) , which just takes into account the mixing angles.
To be conservative, proposals were made assuming only one charged neutrino state, so we do, too. It is known, of course, that at least two neutrinos need to have a finite mass. Since we expect effects from standard neutrino oscillations to average out, we do not complicate the discussion by including them. Altogether, even though additional "flavour" oscillations are involved, our setup appears applicable, so that we can implement the phenomenologically required interaction strength by consideration of the mixing matrix.
It follows straightforwardly from (19) that the idealizing large hierarchy necessary to perform the analytic approximation cannot lead to sizeable neutrino interactions. Therefore, we are going to demonstrate in an explicit example that the cascade mechanism can be implemented with only generic and simple values of dimensionless parameters.
Evaluating numerically the exact mixing matrices for m X = 100 MeV, µ s = 5 GeV, µ x = 100 MeV and We would like to point out: i) it is by far non-trivial that there is an implementation, ii) even though there are requirements, which are in fundamental tension, simple and generic values for dimensionless parameters suffice, and iii) at the same time, particle masses and parameter values are everything but arbitrary.
THERMAL HISTORY

At high enough temperatures
TeV the whole particle content of the theory is in thermal equilibrium, since the Yukawa terms in (1) provide good thermal contact among the different sectors. As the Universe cools, it passes the TeV and electroweak scale. The MSSM particles annihilate and decay without any relic density. Electroweak symmetry breaks as usual. Around the new U (1) X scale of O (100 MeV), the new symmetry breaks spontaneously.
Later the superpartner of the lighter massive neutrinõ ν 2 with mass m 2 , which is the LSP as we can see in Sec. together with the requirement of an effective cascade mechanism, begins to freeze-out. We saw that its composition will be dominated (like 90%) by the xsneutrino component, which is also the most strongly interacting component.
In general, its relic density Ωh 2 will be given by Ωh , where we used that the LSP has four internal degrees of freedom, and σ 0 is a (velocity v independent) approximation to the weighted annihilation cross-section σ A |v| [24] . For simplicity, we fix the number of relativistic degrees of freedom g * to its value before e + -e − -annihilation, g * = 43/4. For sizeable y x the dominant annihilation process of the xsneutrino in the non-relativistic regime is s-channel annihilation via the xHiggs φ ± x into a pair of massless neutrinos,ν xνx → (φ
where we used m φ
For the explicit example above, this implies a Ων 2 h 2 that is roughly nine orders of magnitude smaller than the DM density Ω dm h 2 0.11. The lightest of the additional particles will be the lighter massive neutrino ν 2 that annihilates and decays, as all additional particles with the exception of the LSP, ultimately into massless neutrinos ν 1 . These decays occur cosmologically fast via the U (1) X interaction avoiding dangerous out-of-equilibrium decays involving small parameters, c.p. [25] . Lastly, the active-like neutrinos decouple as usual around T ∼ MeV.
Altogether, the implied "standard" thermal history of our theory is not in conflict with any cosmological observable, while it does not provide the DM density. In the following, we would like to comment on two imposing opportunities that arise from two different alterations to the just outlined thermal history.
Dark Matter While an exploration of the DM opportunities in our theory is beyond the scope of this letter, we would like to note the following: 1) To obtain Ων 2 = Ω dm with a mass between 20 m 2 /MeV 100 MeV a small y x q x g x 10 −4.6 were required, which decreases the effective neutrino coupling (19) . We note in passing that the annihilation via X appears relatively suppressed, because m 2) T-channel annihilation processes via the xsparticles, ν xνx →X * /h * x → ν 1ν1 are dimensionwise of the same order of magnitude, since SUSY is only slightly broken in the xsector. As these processes do not depend directly on y x , however still as g 2 ν does, they could dominate for smaller y x . In any case, sizeable neutrino interactions deplete the LSP density.
3) The xcharged LSPs freeze out symmetrically. However, they do not form bound states, because their binding energy
x /(4π) is smaller than the X boson mass and at corresponding times their kinetic energy is even smaller.
4) Such strongly self-interacting dark matter can be detected directly in dark matter detectors. For DM masses above roughly 10 GeV and a m X ∼ 50 MeV, photon and Z kinetic mixing as small as ∼ 10 −10 are already excluded by non-detections [26] . Having pointed out that, our LSP's mass is far below the detection threshold. At the same time severe constraints on light DM annihilations from the CMB [27] and diffuse gamma ray emission [28] do not apply, because the LSP annihilates into invisible neutrino pairs via its U (1) X interaction.
5) Of course, untouched by these considerations is the possibility to enlarge the particle content to obtain a (self-interacting) CDM relic.
It is alluring to mention that the idea of a selfinteracting sector containing neutrinos and CDM [15] [16] [17] attained quite some attention recently and appears -even in the case of eV-sterile neutrinos-not excluded by cosmological data [29] . While beyond of the scope of this letter, this is an additional set of models our theory should be able to incorporate.
Hot Dark Matter Current determinations of the effective number of relativistic degrees of freedom during and after the epoch of big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) are consistent with the standard expectation as well as with unobservable hot dark matter (HDM) densities [30] . To avoid any potential conflict with these observations, the additional supermultiplets may not contribute to the radiation energy density during BBN or the HDM energy density at late time, while U (1) X charged particles potentially stay in thermal equilibrium until late times.
Maintaining standard expectations with additional particles in thermal equilibrium requires their masses to exceed roughly 20 MeV [31] . Straightforwardly, a smaller µ x and thus a lighter ν 2 ∼ ν x to increase the effective neutrino coupling (19) seems excluded. Interestingly, this represents an important lower bound on the masses of the additional particles, while the parameter space preferred from the neutrino cascade mechanism with larger m X as in our explicit example appears perfectly accessible.
The other way around, if with increased precision there should arise evidence for a tiny HDM admixture (similar to [32] ), within our setup this could be due to a small increase in the number density of (active-like) neutrinos due to the existence of ν 2 with m 2 ∼ 20 MeV.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Motivated by the IceCube observations, we presented a minimal, UV-complete theory and prove that the cascade mechanism can be implemented successfully with simple, generic values for all dimensionless parameters. SUSY reduces the number of possible interaction terms favourably and fixes the xHiggs mass at a preferred value. Gauge invariance forbids the Higgs portal. Since no Standard Model eigenstate is charged under the new interaction, kinetic mixing is induced at two-loop order only. So our theory contains a "very dark photon" scenario. Interestingly enough, our setup can evade any conflict with the observed thermal history of the Universe. In particular, the observed number of relativistic degrees of freedom may take its standard value and the relic density of the lightest supersymmetric particle is generically much smaller than the dark matter density.
The key notion for effectively charged neutrinos is an asymmetric mass matrix leaving them exactly massless. Only one generation needs to obtain charge via the presented mechanism. Known notions for providing them with finite masses, especially, the see-saw mechanism can still be implemented. Apparently this can be done without any conflict. Another key notion of this work is that SUSY breaking is mediated to the additional particle sector via loops with the only exception of xHiggs terms. The stability of the small VEVs sets an upper bound on the Yukawa couplings. In fundamental tension, the size of the (favourably large) effective neutrino coupling depends linearly on the same couplings. Altogether, it is by far non-trivial that there is an implementation of the cascade mechanism at all. Astonishingly, simple and generic values for dimensionless parameters suffice, while, at the same time, particle masses and parameter values are everything but arbitrary.
There are imposing opportunities arising: One is to find a cold dark matter candidate within the minimal particle spectrum. The addition of a DM particle implements a self-interacting sector of DM and neutrinos with possibly favourable consequences for the formation of structure in the Universe. The setup can provide a natural explanation for tiny HDM admixtures formed by active-like neutrinos. Last but not least, it is a fascinating opportunity to equip a eV-sterile neutrino solving the oscillation anomalies with additional interactions to reconcile it with cosmological data.
Finally, we would like to remind that the IceCube experiment is running and its data will likely determine the presence of a cut-off in the near future.
